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ABSTRACT 
The purpose off this paper is t o describe work in 
progress o n a project which is designed  t o study how mul-
timedia training m a y impact people's mental  models offle’  
simple processes.. A tutorial  is under development which 
helps people learn how to construct a n abstract model off 
the steps needed  t o produce a letter o n a typewriter, and  
a
how to change this model when the task moves t o a com-u
puterized  setting. Subjects have been recruited t o partic-
ipate in this study, and  the current status off the project 
is discussed.. 
1.. INTRODUCTION  
Today, large numbers of  low level or mechanical jobs 
are being converted to computer-based technology.. In 
the interests of  economic survival,l, people must quickly 
learn to function under the new circumstances. Even 
simple jobs such as typing and filing in an office environ-
ment now require very different skills than they did in 
the recent past. However,r, many people are overwhelmed 
by the idea of  the new technology, and "fear of  comput-“
ers" has become a common ailment,t, which increases the 
challenge of  change.. The question therefore arises: what 
causes such fear in this environment, and can we utilize 
technology itself  to overcome this problem? 
” 
Our first hypothesis is that,, in order to perform  tradi-
tional mechanical tasks, it was not necessary  to develop 
complex mental models of  the task in order to function 
adequately.l . In fact,t, it is possible that one could actu-
ally "get by" with a partial or incomplete model by just  
memorizing the steps needed.. First of  all, the process 
itself was simpler - fewer things could go wrong,, and 
there was a limited number of  steps involved.. Moving 
“  ” 
the same task to a computer environment, however,, re-
quires understanding how the task process fits in with 
the computing process, and suddenly,l , there is a need for 
a more concrete and complex process model.. Rote mem-
orization of  the steps needed will no longer suffice,, since 
the essence of  the computer is to be flexiblei le and extend-
able in capability. It is our contention that people fear 
the computer because of  this lack of  a process model, and 
the fact that they have not previously  had the training 
or experience to easily generate such a model. 
Our second hypothesis is that multimedia technology 
can help people learn the following concepts:t : 
0 	 tradi-• how to abstract a mental process model of  a 
tional task such as typing a letter using a typewriter; 
0• how to change that process model to represent the 
same task in a computerized word-processing envi-
ronment; 
• how to relate the new process model to carrying out 
the task in the real world. 
This paper describes an ongoing study to test these hy-
potheses. The design of  the multimedia tutorial used to 
provide this kind of  training is presented, and preliminary 
experimentall results with human subjects are reported. 
2. BACKGROUND 
With new software and more advanced technology be-
ing developed on a daily basis, the need for human inter-
action is becoming even more rigorous and demanding.. 
As a result the need for a strong foundation in the use 
of  computers and software is ever more important. As a 
means of  dealing with this issue,, we have embarked on 
a study that will in essence use the many advances in 
technology  with multimedia software as a medium [6]] to 
help people develop the skills required to properly use a 
computer as a tool. In keeping with the issue of  avoiding 
"behavioral rigidity" [4],, it becomes necessary  to provide 
training that will give an individual the skills needed to 
“ ” 
complete multiple tasks that are based on a single origi-
nal task. To maintain this idea,, we looked at the results 
of  a study conducted at Carnegie Mellon University.it . The 
subjects were asked to review a series of  pulley systems 
and decide which system would require the least amount 
off work. The results showed that the subjects who scored 
high on the evaluation had  clear ideas off the rules and 
could identify the attributes  relevant to the operation off 
a pully system[I]. In  short, subjects who scored highll
on the evaluation had  a stronger  foundation in the ar-
eas that  were relevant to the questions at hand. Just  as 
the latter  study  showed that  a strong foundation in the 
needed areas was helpful [2],, our  efforts are focused on 
providing individuals with  the needed skills to traverse 
smoothly from one task  to another. Also, it  is expected  
that by using multimedia  as a learning tool, some of  the 
adversities off traditionall learning [5]] will be eliminated. 
3. APPROACH  
It  was decided to explore these ideas by constructing 
a multimedia tutorial based on the very simple task  off 
typing  a letter. This is a basic skill which is needed at the 
beginning off computer  literacy, and most people should 
be  familiar with how to do this task  manually (i.e., on 
a typewriter). The tutorial is designed to help people 
learn how to formulate a mental  model off the more fa-
miliar process off using a typewriter, and then  to make 
the transition  t o the less familiar way off performing the 
task  on the computer, through  graphics and animation.  
Our basic approach  is to lead the student from a "real“  
world" or concrete visualization off the task  through  the 
use off video, to an abstraction  of  the task  in the form off 
a flow chart. It  is this latter  model which is expected  to 
help in the development off the final mental  model off the 
process. 
”
Subjects 
The target  population  off this study was people who 
had  little or no computer  experience,, and therefore the 
Job Training Center off the Atlanta  Union Mission was 
contacted  to recruit  subjects. They  selected a number  off 
candidates who met these requirements, and after  provid-
ing an initial questionnaire to be  distributed, we received 
feedback from 25 subjects, 14 females and 11 males. The 
average age off the subjects is 36 years old, and a major-
ity (19)) are from minority groups. Halff off the subjects 
have a high school or equivalent education, while nine off 
them  have one or  more years off college education; 18 are 
currently unemployed. When  surveyed about computer 
usage, 16 indicated  some exposure to computers, while 
nine had  never used a computer  at all. 
Methodology  
The overall study  has several stages: 
1.. Survey subjects on their  current understanding  off 
the steps needed to a) produce a letter using a 
typewriter, and b) produce a letter  using a com-
puter. This includes asking them  to list the materi-
als needed and the steps to be  followed,, and to draw 
a picture  off the steps iff possible.. 
2.. Design and implement a multimedia  tutorial  which 
demonstrates the relationships between the real 
world representationsi  off the two tasks using video, 
and abstract  representationsti  off these tasks  in the 
form off flowcharts.rts. Using animation  techniques, the 
tutorial also demonstrates how to move from under-
standing the known process (using typewriter) to the 
unknown process (using computer). 
3. Collect data (video and audio) off subjects using the 
tutorial. 
4. Design and implement a suite off tests in which the 
subjects can  demonstrate  their  understanding  off the 
different parts  off the tutorial. 
5. Design and implement a suite  off tests in which the 
subjects can demonstrate  their  ability to actually 
perform the computer  task  off producing  a letter  af-
ter  interacting with  the tutorial. 
6. Analyze data and evaluate tutorial  components. 
7. Redesign tutorial  for actual job  training  applica-
tions. 
In the remainder  ofthis paper, the first two stages off the 
methodology are discussed.. 
f 
4. DESIGN OF TUTORIAL  
bath in-The overall structure  off the tutorial  includes o
teractive and passive elements, thus providing the oppor-
tunity  for the subjects to learn  in several different modes. 
pre-Although a number off our subjects have had  some 
vious computer  experience,, it is not  clear whether  they  
are familiar with  direct manipulation  interactioni  using 
a mouse. Since the rest  off the tutorial  depends on this 
type off interface, an introductory  interactive screen is 
provided which helps the subjects learn two behaviors: 
a) how to "point and click" to select objects for naviga-
tion  from one level off information to another, and also 
“ ” 	
to invoke command buttons; and b) how to "drag and“
drop,”" which allows objects on the screen to be  relocated 
(this is needed for the post-tutoriali l tests).. 
There  are four main  representationti  components off the 
tutorial  itself: i) a video off the real world typing task  
( R I ) ;d; ii) an abstracted  model off this process in the form 
(AI);  	 comput-off a flowchart l ); iii) a video off the real world 
(Rz);anding task  );  iv) an abstract  model off this process 
(Az).  Each flowchart hasin the same flowchart format z). 
two levels off detail describing the process: the first level 
-
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Figure 1: Four Task Representations 
just givesi  the major steps involved in sequential order, 
whileil  the second levell provides a more complicated view 
of each step,t , includingi  decisioni i  steps as well as loops. An 
examplele of the fourr main components is shown in Fig. 1.. 
First the subject is shown a narrated video of  how a 
letterl  is created on a typewriter.. After showing the video 
once through,, it is played again,i , this time with each im-
portant stept  freeze-framed and then mapped to an ele-
ment of a flowchart.l art. At the end of the process the first 
levell l flowchartl art of the typing process is assembled. The 
videoi  windowi  becomes a thumbnail, and the flowchart 
now becomes the main focuss of attention on the screen.. 
At thisi  point,i t, a known task has been introduced in a 
familiariliar representation,t ti , as well as the same task in the 
unknown abstractt  representation.t ti . Now the subject must 
make thet  transitiont  to understanding the unfamiliar task 
of producingi  the letter on the computer,t r, and two kinds 
of presentationt t  order are under consideration.i ti . 
presenta-The first,first, shown in Fig.i . 2,, is called a vertical 
tionti  style,t le, and isis designed to show real to abstract in the 
known task,t , followedll ed by reall to abstract in the unknown 
task,t s , followedf ll ed by a connectionti  between just the abstract 
flowchartsfl charts themselves.t selves. The main advantaget  of this order 
isis thet e consistency ini  the presentation of information from 
thet  concreter t  or reall (R)) to the abstract (A)) for both tasks. 
Alsols  by displayingi l i  the connectionti  between abstractions 
reinforce-att thet  end,, thet  repetition mightt be usefulf l for -
ment (i.e.,i.e., theyt  see the abstract representationst ti  twice.)i .) 
A disadvantagei t  of thisi  order is that there are more steps 
tot  follow,f llo , and alsol  there is a discontinuityi  between the 
abstracttr t representations which is only reconciled at the 
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Figure 2: Real to Abstract  Representations I 
end. 
a horizontal or-The second presentation style relies on 
dering of  display,, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the  
subject is shown,, through animation, how the flowchart 
of  the known task changes into the flowchart off the new, 
unknown task. After this animation, the new flowchartt 
becomes the center of  attention, and the individual steps 
are then animated into the video of  someone performingi  
the task on the computer.. The major  advantage off this 
abstrac-approach is that, through continuity from one 
tion to the other, subjects may learn how to manipulate 
their mental models to understand  a new process, rather  
than always relying on a real world demonstration. 
When all four components of  the tutorial have been  
be-shown to the subject,, an interactive learning phase 
gins,, where the two high level flowcharts appear side by 
side,i , as shown ini  Fig.i . 4,, and the subjectj t may freelyl  selectl t 
any stept  for whichi  a more detailedt il  viewi  isi  desired.i . 
Att thist i  point,i t, thet  subjectj t may use thet  mouse tot  selectl t 
de-any partt of  thet  flowchartl t tot  see thet  second levell l off 
tail. A more complex flowchart appears,, together withi1. 
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Figure 3: Real to Abstract Representations II15 :~~
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a voice explanation of the step and a photo taken from 
the video. Fig.. 5 shows a comparison of  the two second-
level flowcharts for the "Type" step off each of  the process 
models. 
“ ” 
Although there are few major  differencess in the pro-
cess of  creating a letter on a typewriter as compared to a 
computer, the overall process  contains several steps that 
should be noted as being available on a computer but  
impor-not on a conventionall typewriter. For this, it is 
tant to note that the use of  sound in the multimedia  
presentation  allows the operator  to hear things that may 
not be obvious in the pictures and text. (For example, 
in the Print  step, iff there is no printer  attached to the 
computer, a hard copy of the letter cannot be obtained, 
but  the letter information may still be on disk due to the 
Save step. When using a typewriter, one has a hard copy 
of  the letter just  by the mere fact of  typing.) 
Each subject has unlimited time to complete each tu-
torial, and is allowed to go between  diagrams as many 
times as necessary  to gain a complete understanding. Af-
ter  completing the overview of  all processes, the subject 
Figure 5:: Level 2 Flowcharts for the "Type" Step is tested by requiring several off the flowcharts previouslyl  “ ” 
reviewed to be recreated  using a drag and drop method. 
Fig. 6 shows a sample screen from the tutorial. 
5. PRELIMINARY  RESULTS 
an-When  the first set off subject questionnaires was 
alyzed,, we discovered that some off our  basic assump-
tions needed  to be reconsidered. In particular,  although 
"computer-phobic" subjects or  people with negative feel-
ings about  computers were not  specifically sought, it was 
“ i ” 
thought  that  at least the people with no computer expe-
rience at all would feel some hesitation or  fear about the 
TypewriterJ>rocessProce  
Proof Read Document 
At the proof read step, 
you would check your document 
for mis-spelled words and ensure 
that the overall format is correct. 
Figure 6: Sample Screen  from Multimedia  Tutorial  
new technology.t l . However,, thet  actualt l resultslt  were some-
what different:t: a total off 16 subjects indicated that they 
eitherit  likedli  or lovedl  usingi  thet  computer.t . Off these,t , 14 had  
previously  had  some exposure to computers,, while two 
had had none at all. n o m  Fro  the remaining subjects who 
had had no computer experience,, three expressed  that 
they would "like to learn", three indicated they didn't 
know how they felt about them, and only one subject 
expressed actual dislike.. sub-
“  ”, ’
Unfortunately, this last 
ject  did not really complete the questionnaire,ir , so it's not 
clear whether he was reluctant to be part of  the study for 
’
other reasons.. Of  the two subjects who had had previ-
ous experience but said they had "other" feelingsli gs about“ ” 
the computer,t , both used words like "complicated" and“ li t ” 
"frustrating" when describing reasons for their feelings.i s. 
The second part of  the questionnaire was designed to 
elicit informally how the subjects think about the two 
tasks: first they were asked to list the objects needed to 
“ t ti ” 
create a letter uSing a typewriter,, then to list the stepss
they would take to perform  this task,, and to draw a pic-
ture of the steps they listed.. The firstt item focused on the 
"what" part of the task,, while the second emphasizedi  the“ t” 
"how". The third was included to see whether any sub-“ ”. 
ject would spontaneously generate a diagrammatic rep-
resentation  of the steps.. The resultst  from this survey 
proved to be very interesting.r sti g. 
While most of the subjects had some ideas about the 
materials needed for the typing task, the reverse was true 
for the computing task, even though a number off the 
subjects had  previous  computer experience. For "things“  
needed" to type a letter, it was expected that subjects 
would list physical materials such as paper, typewriter, 
correction fluid and dictionary; what was unexpected was 
the inclusion of  process-related concepts (such as margin 
” 
setting,, heading, greetings, rough draft),t), and knowledge-
related concepts (typing skills,, knowledge of  formatting 
a letter and knowledge about the typewriter). This sug-
gests that even for performing a simple task like typing 
on a typewriter, some subjects do not have a clear picture 
of  what is needed.. 
Fifteen of  the subjects were not able to list any steps 
involved in the typing task,, while 17 did not list steps for 
the computer task. This does not necessarily mean that 
they have no idea of  how to perform the tasks,, but rather 
that they have difficultylt  articulating the step-wise pro-
cess: (e.g., one response said "just think about how I was“
going to format it and do it" for the typing task).). The 
diagramming question also produced interesting results:lt : 
11 subjects drew a picture for the typing task, while 122 
produced a picture of some kind forr the computer task.. 
However,r, in every case,, the picture produced had to do 
with the objects needed,, rather than the steps taken -
subjects drew typwritersi  and computers,t rs, layoutst  of the 
desk top,, and sometimesti s a person sitting at the desk per-
” 
forming the task; but no one drew any kind of  abstract 
diagram of  the process. 
sub-These preliminary results suggest that while the 
jects may have some familiarity with one or both tasks, 
there is no indication that many of  them have a clear 
idea of  what they are doing (at least not clear enough 
to express it).. The subjects' representations of  the com-
puter  tasks were very similar to those of  the typewriter, 
which also suggests that they do not have a strong model 
of  how these tasks differ.r. Based  on these results,, it is felt 
’ 	
“process model”that the introduction of  a more formal "  " 
through the multimedia tutorial should help the subjects 
learn these concepts enough to have confidence in the 
more complex task. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
al-With the introduction of  computer technology  at 
most every level of  employment,t, it is critical that people 
who are retraining for these types of  jobs be given the 
opportunity to gain a better  understanding of  what they 
are doing.. This will enable them to not only compete for 
Oth-jobs, but to be more effectiveti e once they get the job. 
erwise we face the possibility of  more and more high-tech  
tools with less and less productivity. This paper describes 
the initial stages of  a study which attempts to address 
these problems.. The use of  multimedia  techniques t o 
help people develop mental models of  such simple tasks 
ap-as typing a letter on a computer may be a promising  
proach to providing  low-cost and efffectiveti e training to a 
large community of  job trainees. 
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